Introduction, definitions and main results
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-321 -P.R.Garabedian and M.Schiffer [7] proved that, if FeS, u 4 v, 1/u, 1/veB = C \F(A), then, for the coefficients 8gp (u,v) In the present paper we shall formulate and prove analogous generalizations for pairs of vector functions which are defined as follows.
For any nonnegative integers m,n such that m+n>0, let with that Ff. »Fm, m >1, and , n >1, are univalent functions in A , such that
To shorten the notation, we denote C (A ) = C ' mo m, o o F = (F,0). Of course, (F,G) = (G,F).
Conditions for the univalence of Garabedian-Schiffer type for pairs (F,G) of classes Cm "(A -B ) are formulated as fol-
The case m,n >1. Let (F,G)e C^ n(A0,B0), m,n >1, and for any values u,veE =C\ ' ' ~ n u t v, let
For (F,G), we define the coefficients a^, b^ and c^ gene-' cjp qp qp rated in the bicylinder Ax A by the functions: 
Proofs
In the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 we apply methods of Grunsky-Nehari type.
Proof of Theorem 1. In the case when G"(s ) = 0 s o for some a = 1,...,n and zQe A , and if r e (IzQl ; 1), let L be an analytic arc joining the point 1/G"(r) with the point u, let L be an analytic ncc joining th.» 'oint u ..-it'i the ">oint v, let Dr be a simply connected domain bounded by the curves rk: w = Fk[rexp(<f i)], k = 1,...,m and the analytic srcs 7k, k = 1,...,m, joining the point 1/G (r) with the ooints s * F^r), k = 1,...,m, respectively, as well as by the curves B k ! w = 1^G k r[exp((pi)] , k = 1,...,n, and the analytic arcs k = 1,...,n, k ^ s, joining the point 1/Gs(r) with the points l/G^r), k = 1,...,n, k t s, respectively, and let the arcs L , L. and the domain D_ be such that the set Dr = Dr\(LuuLv) is a simply connected domain. Since it does not cause any loss of generality of our considerations, we asbL'tne that s = n. and as the limit from the left, respectively:
In virtue of the Green formula ( [16] ) and equality (2.2), considering the orientation of the boundary we get
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Let us now assiune that, for a real number and for * o complex numbers Kq, , q = 1,2,... , the inequality 
